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General comments

• Comments from roughly a dozen people on existing document, 
updates in progress

• Reasonable satisfaction from people that major points are all present
• No real consensus about whether restructuring is necessary or useful
• Need to update to include MMX, Psyche, Lucy, could plausibly include 

mention of incipient Smallsat/Cubesat program.
• Following slides discuss points made by participants, sometimes 

made by multiple people but also those made by individuals.



Suggested Additions

• ‘Oumuamua, interstellar objects (see later slide)
• Plasma and exosphere surrounding small bodies/interaction with solar 

wind
• Study of small asteroid evolution via YORP by study of lightcurves
• Study of granular mechanics as means of understanding small body surface 

processes
• Include understanding of rings with surfaces and interiors
• Include non-volatile pre-biotic materials
• Change comets to “active objects”, include MBCs, disruptions etc.?
• Pull “key facilities and programs” from supplements into own appendix, 

add data archiving and data mining to that appendix?



Mission Miscellaneous

• [T]here is no cryogenic sample return planned for comets and there is  no 
definition of what depth "surface" samples should require to get an 
unprocessed/unaltered sample…The community might benefit from a 
definition of "surface" material.

• Highlight the importance of in situ exploration of Bennu and Ryugu, the 
missions will still achieve groundbreaking science even without the sample 
return…

• Sample return overstressed? “…as robotic exploration and in situ analyses 
become more capable, the case for sample return is diminishing.  In the 
case of asteroids, if an in situ analysis can certify that a rock on the visited 
asteroid is definitely a given meteorite class, one can then go take a 
meteorite of that class off the shelf and do the ‘sample return’ analysis 
without actually bringing anything back from the asteroid.”

• Counterpoint: Highlight evidence that meteorites are not representative of asteroidal 
population



Mixing in the Early Solar System
• “Mounting evidence in the meteorite collection points toward a period of 

significant transfer of material from the outer solar system into the inner solar 
system at some point relatively early in solar system history.  Many dynamical 
models feature this, too…small bodies and meteorites contain information about 
the extent of mixing—and hopefully its timing—among various dynamical 
reservoirs.”

• “First, under "Formation of the Solar System", we should add (maybe in the last 
sentence) information about the chronology of the early solar system…There 
exists meteorite evidence for the chronology of nebular and asteroidal processes 
such as formation of chondrules, refractory inclusions and matrices of primitive 
chondrites, timing of accretion and thermal processing of solids in the 
protoplanetary disk. Similarly under ‘Evolution of the Solar System’, we can add 
that meteorite and IDPs provide evidence towards processing (aqueous 
alteration, thermal metamorphism, and igneous differentiation) of asteroids and 
comets, and large scale movement of material towards the Sun.”

• “Comet reservoirs are looking more mixed and less  compositionally different, 
with a possible gradient, but not cut and dry  differences in volatile content.  Is 
this primordial? Comets seem to be overlooked in this objective” (correlations 
between dynamical evolution and chemical composition)



Exoplanet Overlap, ‘Oumuamua

• Several people advocated (or at least suggested) the addition of ‘Oumuamua and other 
“solar system visitors” to the document, as well as rapid-response observations or even 
missions.

• For instance: “The main specific point to mention is that we need to include some mention of the 
recently discovered interstellar ‘asteroid’.  In the second paragraph of the old version where the 
various classes of objects that are ‘small bodies’ is enumerated, mention of the discovery of the 
first ‘interstellar asteroid’ should be made.  Later in the document further description or 
comments could be inserted.”  

• “[T]he studies of preserved minor bodies in the solar system can aid in our 
understanding of circumstellar disks around young stellar objects comparable to the 
young Sun through theoretical models of how disk material is likely to behave. Small 
bodies can enhance our understanding of formation environments of exoplanets.”

• “[W]e should strengthen the link to exoplanetary systems and the role of small bodies 
there. Exoplanetary systems are a massively growing research field with many new 
observations. In the 2016 report this is only mentioned in [a single objective] but has also 
a meaning for other goals.” 



Planetary astronomy/Astrophysics assets

• Large ground- and space-based telescopes coming online in coming 
years: LSST, JWST, etc. LSST has no NASA funding but will make its 
detections public—community will need to secure funding for its 
analysis. 

• Putative additional planet/confirmation of alignment of detached 
inner Oort cloud objects: Indirect search for planet done via small 
bodies searches, with ramifications well beyond small bodies study

• Lightcurves/activity monitoring with TESS?
• Continue to note the science value of surveys beyond planetary 

defense
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